
Sript - Monday Mashup.
Kris Rogers - Daniel Farrell - Christina George -Anthony Bravender

Intro:

DJ & Co-Host: “Good afternoon you're listening to the Monday Mashup bringing you right 
up until 6 o'clock. (Allow guests to introduce themselves). We also have music from 
The Strypes, and Nirvana as well as the usual craic and banter, so make sure you stay 
tuned.”

But first, it's Duke Dumont.

Duke Dumont – I Got You

Link #1:

DJ: “Definitely the hit of the summer! I'm not sure how long it's going to last in the charts 
but I think that is going to be the one you remember the summer of 2014 by, lying in the 
sun and just chilling.”

DJ & Co-Host: *Introduction to phone call

Phonecall:

I've got Kris on the phone, he was at a chicken farm earlier, what's happening there, Kris, 
what is it?

DJ & Co-Host: *Elaborate on phonecall

Cue Song** The Strypes-What A Shame

DJ: “Coming up, we've got the weather, some entertainment news and community 
notices.” 

DJ: “These guys were on Lettman recently, got a really good reception.
They're in the Academy next week, you should go check them out if there's any tickets 
left!”

DJ: *Link to community notices

Weather:
Today 
Further rain, drizzle and fog to start today, but drier later. Highest temperatures 12 to 15 
degrees.

Tonight
Further rain tonight, turning heavy and persistent overnight. Lowest temperatures 10 or 11
degrees.

Tomorrow
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Dull and damp with heavy rain to start but becoming drier and brighter with sunshine and 
showers later. Highest temperatures 12 to 14 degrees with moderate to fresh southerly 
winds veering southwest later.

Community Notices:
Earlier this week we reported how The Spirit Store was going pink to mark the arrival of 
the Giro d’Italia in Dundalk next month.

The work on the popular George’s Quay music venue is now complete with a cycling mural

painted on the side of the building by Barry Finnegan of Thinking Cap Murals.

Check out the finished product in our pictures above and below or call down to the Store 

yourself to see it in the flesh.

April Gig Guide:

Thu 10th April
Jameire (Bob Marley Tribute)
Doors 8pm - €5 admission
Jaméire are a five piece reggae band hailing from Louth, Meath, Dublin and Mozambique. 
Expect to hear all the Bob Marley favourites and some of the lesser known gems when 
Jaméire take a trip through the early days of ska with the likes of Simmer Down all the way
to the later hits such as Buffalo Soldier and Iron Lion Zion. 

Sat 19th April
Declan O'Rourke
Doors 8pm - Tickets €20
Declans star has ascended even more since he was last here . A superbly disarming 
performer and wonderful songwriter. “He writes the sort of classic songs that people don’t 
write anymore, songs that sound like they’ve been around forever. Listen to Galileo, which 
is possibly the greatest song written in the last 30 years.” - Paul Weller, Mojo Magazine 
(Apr 2012).  

Fri 25th April
Jinx Lennon
+ guests The Rollers + Fabian Rothschilde 
Doors 8pm - Tickets €10
Whether its played on one string guitar or sampled disco beat and raw garage noise and 
blues Jinx's music is sure to make the atoms on your skin surface vibrate externally for 
eternity. Jinx is currently in his HQ working on songs for his next album working title ''Keep 
Sane in The World of Eager Smiling Pricks". Support comes from The Rollers whose 
music brings heady visions greats like The Who circa 65 with a North East border twist 
and very special guest Fabian Rothschilde whose CV includes peforming with The La's, 
The Fall, Arthur Lee's Love. 21st Century acoustic finger-picking freeform. Visualize Bert 
Jansch channeling Ravel.  

Entertainment:
DJ: “Something happened on television last night, this is weird, tell us!”

Hosts & Guests: *general chat about the incident
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http://talkofthetown.ie/2014/04/03/the-spirit-store-goes-pink-for-giro-ditalia/
http://spiritstore.ie/bios/jinx_lennon_biog.html
http://spiritstore.ie/bios/declan_orourke_biog.html
http://spiritstore.ie/bios/jameire_biog.html


Cue Diaz #1**

Hosts & Guests: *general chat about the incident

Cue Diaz #2**

Finish segments

Coming up, we've got our 60 second news challenge

Cue Song**

But first, 20 years since Kurt Cobain's death. This is Nirvana with Lithium.

Nirvana – Lithium

60 Second News:

DJ & Co-Host* Introduce the competition for the 60 second News and the 2nd guest once 
again.

Cue background song**  “P-diddy Come With Me”

Guest #2  - Anthony

Reading roughly 20 headlines in under 60 seconds

Cue sound effect**  “Air horn”

Consolation priced talk

Show Breakdown for Audience:

Spirit store gigs

Movies on screen at the moment

Cameron Diaz and tv talk

News, weather and communtity info

News on the Hour:

Outro: 
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